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Abstract

The arms control verification activity is executed between countries, so various telemetry
data will be remote-transmitted in the public signal channel and can be easily tampered.
In order to secure this data’s authenticity and integrality, the paper has established a
Multi-layer Data Authentication Protocol (MDAP) in which the key cryptographic
technologies are digital signature and authentication. Meanwhile, overall evaluations of
MDAP have been presented. We proved the MDAP is secure.
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1. Introduction

In arms control verification, the telemetry data or some on-site detectors’ data must be
remote-transmitted to the inspectors in the public signal channels from the hosts. So this
data can be easily tampered or forged during the transmission. IN order to secure
inspection data’s authenticity and integrality, to implement effective inspection, it is
necessary to use the safe cryptographic algorithms and cryptographic technologies.
Farther more, each side of arms control verification should coincide with many points
and should establish a protocol on how to secure the security of the inspection data. So to
study on telemetry data authentication protocol in arms control verification is an
important researching content of arms control verification.

2. Establishing MDAP

2.1 Rules of MDAP

Because the arms control verification activity is executed between countries, there must
be some rules that should be conformed by each side of the agreement:

a) The arms control verification activity must be established on the base of trusting
each other.

b) The arms control verification activity must be fair. The host’s dominions and basic
rights must be completely respected.

c) After some strict test, each side of MDAP must agree that the inspection
equipment is credibility and authenticity. It is the basic condition of MDAP to have



absolute security data source. According to current seal technologies, it is possible
to make the equipment not dismounted, so any messages in the equipment such as
algorithms or programs or private-keys or data can’t be tampered.

d) Each side must strictly executed MDAP step by step according to operating steps.
e) On the basis of collecting proofs, the adjudication given by the arbiter must be

admitted.

2.2 Functions of MDAP

The most essential question being solved by MDAP is how to secure the telemetry data’s
security during the remote-transmission and how to secure the inspection to be fairly or
equally executed between each side. In other word, we must use MDAP to restrain each
side’s behavior and to defeat every cheat. So MDAP must possess these functions:

a) MDAP can ensure that any side can not forge a true message ratified by receivers.
b) MDAP can ensure that message is published and can be shared by every side.
c) MDAP can ensure that each side can independently authenticate message’s

authenticity and integrality.
d) MDAP can ensure that any one-sided behavior can not prevent others from trusting

the message.
e) If attacker intentionally disturbs the protocol, this cheat can be judged and

recorded by MDAP.
f) Host’s time-limited of signature and sending out the message will be given, so the

host can’t refuse signing or can’t intentionally prolong the time of dispatching
message.

g) MDAP can ensure if the inspector has received the available message, he/she must
give a feedback to the host, then this transmission is efficiency.

2.3 Form of MDAP

As the functions or the using sites are difference, the forms of protocol will be various.
According to the characteristics of MDAP, an arbitration protocol is chosen. The arbiter
of the agreement does not directly take part in the execution of MDAP. Just the conflict
occurring, arbiter appears. Otherwise, when MDAP is carried out in a large scale, arbiter
will be a bottleneck. Of course, we can solve this problem by increasing the number of
arbiters, but to select some acceptable and fair countries or organizations as arbiters is
more difficult.



2.4 Operating steps of MDAP

Now the operating steps of MDAP are being given in detail. In order to clearly express
the concrete contents. Please see the figure 1 as follow.

a) By relay equipment, inspector requests host to transmit data of telemetry
equipment to him/her.

b) Host verifies inspector’s status and checks the record of last transmission. If there
is no record, via relay equipment, host asks inspector to answer whether he/she has
received the correct data of last time until host getting a feedback of inspector. If
inspector’s answer is “no”, he/she will transmit that data again. If the answer is
“yes”, he/she will do the next works.

c) First, host reads the data of telemetry equipment via public signal channels. Then
he/she authenticates inspector’s signature. If there are some errors, host will read
the data again until there is no any error. If there is no any error, he/she will sign on
the data and inspector’s signature again to get a new signature and transmit both
the data and the new signature to relay equipment and make a record. At the same
time, if host doubts the data’s authenticity, he/she can read the original data of
telemetry equipment on-site. Then he/she compares the original data with the
earlier received data. If they are different, host will give this information to arbiter
and he/she can accuse inspector.

d) Relay equipment authenticates host’s signature. If there are some errors, relay
equipment asks host to transmit the data and the signature again. If there is no any
error, relay equipment transmits the data and the signature to inspector and makes
a record.

e) Inspector authenticates host’s signature. If there are some errors, he/she asks relay
equipment to transmit the data and the signature again. If there is no any error,
he/she authenticates his /her own signature. If there are some errors, he/she will
give this information to arbiter and can accuse host. If there is no any error, via
relay equipment he/she will give a feedback to host to show that he/she has
received the correct data.

f) Host authenticates inspector’s feedback and makes a record.

From above descriptions of operating steps, we can see that every step has a definition. In
operating steps, relay equipment not only transmits data but also collects proofs for
arbiter. If there isn’t any conflict, arbiter will not read relay equipment’s data. Just when
the conflict has been occurred, arbiter reads it as a proof of arbitrament.
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Figure 1



2.5 Fabric model of MDAP

The fabric model of MDAP is established as figure 2:

In the model, the ‘ m ’ represents the original data measured by Detector, the ‘ s ’
represents inspector’s signature, ‘ 's ’ represents host’s signature. It is clear that digital
signature and authentication are the main cryptographic technologies used in the fabric
model.

3. Overall Evaluations of MDAP

3.1 the Cheats in Digital Signature

The first possible cheat in digital signature is that in order to conceal his/her illegal
activities, whether host or inspector can use the old signature again to replace the real
ones that he/she should transmit. In order to defeat this cheat, the signature should
include a time tag. In other word, time should be a part of data, so the signature will be
obtained by signing on both data and time and it can’t be legally used two times. The
second possible cheat in digital signature is that whether host or inspector can deny the
signature that he/she has signed. He/she will do as follow steps: First he/she normally
signs on data according to the rules. Then he/she intentionally leaks his/her private keys,
so anybody who knows the private keys can build legal signature. Finally, he/she
announces that his/her private keys have been lost and his/her signature has been
damaged and somebody is now acting as him/her to sign. So he/she denies all the
signatures that he/she has signed by the private keys. To defeat this cheat, we can also use
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the time tag to ensure the old signature to be availability. Only the signature signed after
the private keys losing is invalidity.

3.2 Evaluation of Function’s Integrality

Now that MDAP possesses these functions, can it really ensure the arms control
verification activity to be fairly or equally executed between countries? We will
completely analyze each function as follow.

a) Because digital signature technology has been used in MDAP, the function a) can
ensure that the message possessing legal signature is authentic and reliable.

b) The function b) increases message’s diaphaneity and avoids making issues more
complications with complex processing on data.

c) The function c) can prevent anybody from one-sided denying signature’s legality.
d) The function d) can prevent anybody who has intrigue from slandering message’s

authenticity.
e) The function e) can prevent anybody from pretexting the attacker’s intentional

destruction to execute cheat.
f) The function f) can prevent host from refusing signing on inspection results even

his/her illegal behaviors have been discovered.
g) The function g) can prevent inspector from disavowing to have received the data.

Otherwise, he/she can announce that the host has illegal behaviors and dare not to
transmit data.

From the above analysis, we can see that with these functions, MDAP can ensure
inspection data’s authenticity and integrality. It can also defeat every cheat or intentional
destruction. So, the functions of MDAP are all-sided and integrate.

3.3 Evaluations of MDAP’s Security

Just aiming at the attacks, we will evaluate MDAP’s security. There are two types of
attacks such as passive attack and active attack. Passive attack is that somebody who has
no relation with the protocol overhears part or all data of protocol. Active attack is that
somebody adds in some new information or deletes the correct information replacing
with other message or destroys communicative channels or changes the information
stored in computer during the execution of protocol. Because of the inspection data
shared by every side, the passive attack is no meaning. We will analyze the security of
MDAP only aiming at the active attack.

From the fabric model, we can see that attackers possibly include attack 1 or attacker 2 or
attacker 3 or host or inspector or arbiter.

 Attacker 1 to 3 can tamper or delete or replace the signature or data transmitted on public
signal channel. Because they don’t have the host’s or the inspector’s private keys, and the
data-signature pair is unique, they can’t build a legal data-signature pair. Host’s signature
authentication can ensure attacker 1’s attack and relay equipment’s can ensure attacker
2’s attack and inspector’s first signature authentication can ensure attacker 3’s attack.

The inspector’s attacks are serious. First, he/she can intentionally leak his/her private
keys to attacker 1. So attacker 1 can build a legal data-signature pair and no one of



MDAP can identify this cheat. In order to defeat this attack, we can make use of the
telemetry equipment’s readability. In other word, original data in the telemetry equipment
can be read out on-site. When the host doubts the data’s authenticity, he/she can get the
original data and compares it with the earlier received data. If they are different, the host
can assure that inspector have done some cheats. Of course, attacker 2 or attacker 3
doesn’t possess host’s private keys, so it is no use to inspector to leak his/her private keys
to them. The second attack of inspector is that he/she denies to have received inspection
data. In order to defeat this attack, we can make use of the relay equipment’s readability.
Arbiter can directly read the transmission record in relay equipment. In addition, host
also has the feedback of each time’s data acceptance information of inspector.

Host’s first attack is to tamper data m or signature s  from the telemetry equipment to
obtain data-signature pair ( 'm , 's )�then he/she adds his/her signature to ( 'm , 's ) to obtain
data-signature pair ( 'm , ''s ). Relay equipment can only identify host’s signature, so the
data-signature pair ( 'm , ''s ) is legal. It can’t discover host’s cheat. But when ( 'm , ''s ) has
been transmitted to inspector, he/she can discover host’s cheat. First he/she authenticates
host’s data-signature pair ( 'm , ''s ) to get ( 'm , 's ). There isn’t any error. So it can prove that
host’s signature is legal. Second he/she authenticates his own data-signature pair ( 'm , 's ).
Because data-signature pair ( 'm , 's ) is different from the data-signature pair ( m , s ) and
the pair ( m , s ) is one and only, he/she can easily discover that data or his/her signature
have been tampered, so host’s cheat is discovered by inspector. Host’s second attack is to
deny his/her signature. To defeat this attack, we can make use of the time tag of signature.
It can prevent host from pretexting his/her private keys having been lost to disavow
his/her signature. The third attack of host is to refuse to sign on disadvantage message or
intentionally prolong transmission time. Relay equipment’s records of the transmission
time can defeat this attack.

Arbiter doesn’t directly take part in the execution of MDAP, so his/her attacks are equal
to the attacker1 to 3.

4. Conclusion

From all above�we can see that just based on the functions, MDAP can ensure the arms
control verification activities to be fairly and equally executed between countries and
based on the technologies, MDAP can identify various cheats or discover who is the
attacker or defeat various attacks. So we have made a conclusion that MDAP is secure
and feasible.
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